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MORE MOVEMENT AND ANIMATIONS  
AROUND OUR MODELS
The chimes of the Big Ben welcome you to the heart of London. Take the Thalys from Paris to the furthest end of France. At 
the airport, planes are ready to take off. Let Mount Vesuvius erupt and feel the earthquake. Break down the Berlin Wall. A little 
Finnish girl will dive into the icy waters of the Olavinlinna Lake as often as you want. Shout “Olé, Olé !” to encourage the tore-
ador in the arena.

MINI-EUROPE “BY NIGHT” 
Experience the park illuminated by a thousand and one 
lights every Saturday from 06/08 until 20/08. Musical 
fireworks show Saturdays 05, 12, 19/08 at 10.30 p.m. 
You can also enjoy this nocturnal ambience at sundown, 
from October till the beginning of January and when the 
park is exclusively rented for the evening. 

With a guidebook in hand …  
The curious will enjoy our catalogue brimming with 
anecdotes. This catalogue is included in the price for 
adults (guided tour possible).



OF EUROPE
INTERACTIVE  EXHIB IT ION

VIKINGS
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EUROPE FOR 
EVERYONE !
Entertaining and educational !
Get to know the European Union better ! Situated at the end of the visit of the Mini-Europe park,  
Spirit of Europe is a great interactive entertaining course about the EU. As attractive as amusing :  
thanks to the games, you’ll make lots of discoveries. Discover the European Union, its members,  
its history, its successes, the enlargement, ...

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL  
MINIATURE PARK IN EUROPE 
All 350 monuments are reconstructed down 
to the finest details. The cathedral of Santiago 
de Compostela is the result of 24,000 hours 
of work. In the Seville arena, 6,000 figurines 
have taken their seats, one by one, to watch 
the bullfight. Each building is set in realistic 
surroundings (cars, streetlights, figurines and 
bonsai trees). Big Ben has a height of 4 metres 
high. The Eiffel Tower measures 13 metres and 
is taller than a three-storey building ! Yet all the 
models have been built to a scale of 1/25. Your 
tour of the park will generally take an hour and 
a half to two hours, not counting the time you 
will spend at the “Spirit of Europe” exhibition 
(see p.5).

A REALLY FASCINATING PRESENTATION 
FOR EVERYONE !

Greek culture structures how we think, 
Roman builders organised Europe with 
thousands of roads and works of art, the 
Viking influences, the French Revolution 
created a new relationship between the 
citizens and their nations, the horrors of 
the 14-18 war transformed Europeans 
and reorganized frontiers... 
At Mini-Europe, the vessel of Ulysse, 
the Porta Nigra, the Trelleborg camp, 
The Arc de Triomphe and the 14-18 
cemetries are all monuments that illus-
trate the “heritage” that still influence the 
Europeans of today.

NEW

NEW  
Flower  
Carpet 

THE “EUROPEAN HERITAGES” 
ILLUSTRATED IN MINIATURE
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Menu 1
€ 19,20
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€ 17,80

Menu 5
€ 11,90

Menu2
€ 18,40

Menu 4
€ 15,60

Menu 6
€ 10,50
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STUDENTbook

www.minieurope.eu

We're going to 

During your visit, you will find out about our European roots, 

the member countries of the European Union, 

the European Union and its headquarters in Brussels.

Answer the questions during your visit.  

At the end of the worksheet, these answers will help

you to complete the presentation on Europe.

Colour in the countries that are part of the EU.

Use another colour or shade with lines

the two countries applying for EU

Supported by the government of the Région 

de Bruxelles Capitale 
for the 50th anniversary 
of the Treaties of Rome.

Mini-Europe’s restaurant offers you a number of delicious possibilities.  
With a seating capacity of 250, Mini-Europe’s restaurant is the biggest  
in Bruparck, offering something for everyone’s taste and budget. Groups of  
20 persons minimum can enjoy a meal according to one of the following options :

1.  The self-service option in which individuals and groups can enjoy  
a warm snack or drink in complete relaxation.

2.  «Special menus» for groups. Only by reservation 1 month  
before date of visit.

WHEN ALL THIS  
TRAVELLING MAKES  
YOU HUNGRY !

For further information or other suggestions, please contact our restaurant service. Please 
choose one type of menu for the whole group. Children accompanying parents can have 
Nuggets with French fries, 1 ice lolly and 1 Softdrink 30 cl. for ! 7,80/child < 12 y.

Tomato with North  
Sea shrimps
«Breughel» rib steak,  
chips and salad
Rice pie - Coffee - 1 drink

Paste from the Ardennes
Breaded veal (escalope)
Pasta with Provençal sauce
Fruit pie
Coffee - 1 drink

Chicken breast filet, 
tomato sauce,  
chips and salad
Coffee - 1 drink

Ham of the Ardennes
Flemish carbonade 
chips and salad
Ice cup
Coffee - 1drink

Soup
Vol-au-vent or meatballs with  
tomato sauce (one choice per group) 
chips
Fruit pie
Coffee - 1 drink

2 kinds of bread 
4 kinds of cold cuts 
3 kinds of cheese 
Jam, butter 
Coffee, tea, hot chocolate

(for those under 12)
Spaghetti Bolognese
1 Ice lolly
1 Softdrink 30 cl.

(for those under 12)
Vol-au-vent, or meatballs with  
tomato sauce (one choice per group), 
chips
1 Ice lolly
1 Softdrink 30 cl.

Snack suggestion

A slice of pie 
Coffee, tea  
or hot chocolate

All inclusive price

Water, beer, non-alcoholic drinks  
or wine for unlimited drinks during 
the suggested menus

(Aperitif included (kir, wine) € 8,20)

BOOK YOUR VISIT NOW AND RECEIVE  
YOUR DISCOVERY PASSPORT FOR 2017
by sending us a written reservation  
of your visit to Mini-Europe before  
09 May 2017 (Euro-day). 
This pass will give you and your family free  
entrance to great theme parks* such as Mini-Europe, Océade,  
Pairi Daiza, Sea Life Center, Historium (one Prof Pass for  
every 15 paying students, given on the day of your arrival).

... ESPECIALLY  
         FOR SCHOOLS ! 
YOUR STUDENTS BECOME REAL EXPLORERS AMIDST THE MOST 
BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION. THIS TRIP CAN 
BE PERFECTLY COMBINED WITH GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, CULTURE 
AND LANGUAGE COURSES.

THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

1.  A guided visit (duration : 2h00, no limit of age).
In English or other language. The guide gives you an enthusiastic 
explanation with many anecdotes of Mini-Europe, sharing his or her 
knowledge of the cities and monuments which have been important 
for Europe.

OPTION :  Thematic visit : visit the park and identify the different  
architectural styles (to ask at the booking).

2. The Europoly (duration : 2h00, 10 to 14 years) 
Discover the European Union (its advantages, the reasons for the 
enlargement, the euro, the institutions, etc.) as well as important 
issues concerning the European Union. This interactive game is 
animated in the park. Available in French or Dutch.

WE WANT YOU TO FEEL RELAXED !

-  Easy access by train, metro, bus.
- A car park.
-  A picnic area (picnickers are obliged to buy  

at least 1 drink per person).  
- Snacks.
-  Ideas for activities to complete the day (read pages 8, 9)

PLEASE MAKE  
THE MOST OF  
THE EDUCATIONAL  
TOOLS PUT AT YOUR DISPOSAL

•  An educational pack* with plenty of information  
for the teacher and exercises for students  
(available in French and Dutch). May be copied,  
available on www.minieurope.eu

•   A catalogue, your personal guide to the park  
(including a special 10-page pack on European Union issues).  
One for every teacher. Available in English and 10 other languages.

•  A workbook for students* available in English, German, French  
and Dutch (may be copied, available on www.minieurope.eu). 

AN EXCITING VOYAGE THROUGH EUROPE !

Soup
Vegetarian steak with 
tomato sauce, chips 
Fruit cake, Coffee 
1 Drink

* The activities can change without prior notice
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The Chocolate Demonstration!
It shows you the history of cocoa 
from the Mayans until now, its 
evolution through-out centuries  
and the fabrication of chocolate 
from top to bottom. 
This explanation is followed by a 
tasting of hot chocolate to drink  
and some home-made pralines.

www.planetechocolat.com

Information and bookings : PLANETE CHOCOLAT 
Address : Rue du Lombard, 24, 1000 Brussels 

T +32(0)2/511.07.55 - F +32(0)2/512.13.05 - planetechocolat@skynet.be 

COMPLETE YOUR DAY WITH OTHER ACTIVITIES !

A DAY WITH THE BRUSSELEIRS

HOW TO RESERVE A COMBINED 
VISIT ?
Depending on the activity to be combined, before sending in 
your reservation form, please verify the availabilities for the 
chosen activity.  

Once this has been done, send us your reservation specifying 
the day and hour of the combined visit.  

Mini-Europe will send you a confirmation summarising all of the 
services and will confirm your choice with the other combined 
visits.

Information and bookings : +32(0)2/283 2222 
www.europarl.europa.eu/parlamentarium

Unavoidable icon of Brussels and Belgium. Emblematic vestige of the World fair 
in Brussels (Expo 58). Unique creation in the history of architecture, take a sur-
realistic walk through tubes and spheres. Offers spectacular views of the city 
of Brussels (when the sky is clear, the view reaches till Antwerp). Permanent 
exhibition dedicated to Expo 58 and the sparkling universe of the 50’s. Temporary 
exhibitions. 
- Open 365/365 – 10:00 am-06:00 pm (last entrance 05:30 pm)
-  Guided tours (6 languages, reservation at least 2 weeks prior to the visit): 

+32(0)2/475 47 78 - yvonne.boodts@atomium.be

From now on, the Planetarium of the Royal Observatory of Belgium will wel-
come you to a completely redesigned projection hall, with a state-of-the-art 
projection system made up of eight of the latest technology video-projectors 
providing coverage for the entire dome which is 23 metres in diameter.
The visitor will thus be immersed in a fascinating image projected on the 
dome covering 840 m!. Furthermore, thanks to an astronomy database con-
taining more than 100.000 stars, it’s possible to travel among the planets, 
to fly above Mars or even approach the rings of Saturn ! And why would we 
stop there ? Do you dare to go beyond the limits of the solar system, even 
the Milky Way ! 
Would you be tempted to explore the extremities of the Universe ?

Information and bookings : +32(0)2/474.70.50 
www.planetarium.be

Info and bookings : Atomiumsquare 1020 Brussels  
station Heysel (line 6), in front of Mini-Europe 

T +32(0)2/475 47 75 - F +32(0)2/475.47.79  -  info@atomium.be

www.atomium.be 

Information and bookings : Mini-Europe.

Guided pedestrian tour of the European area : "130 /25 pers.

Info and bookings : TRAIN WORLD 
Place Princesse Elisabeth, 5 - 1030 Schaerbeek  
Tram - Line 7
T +32(0)2/224 75 88 
reservations@trainworld.be

TRAIN WORLD  SCHAERBEEK 

PLANÈTE CHOCOLAT CITY CENTRE

CENTRE

A DIGITAL HEYSEL
PLANETARIUM !

ATOMIUM HEYSEL

Near Mini-Europe and the Basilica, the Belgian Chocolate 
Village offers a unique opportunity to discover the art of Belgian 
chocolate. Experience an interactive scenic route with a 7-lan-
guage audio guide, a tropical greenhouse with cocoa trees, 
the chocolatier’s expertise in the chocolate workshop, and 

a chocolate bar and shop. Workshops. Children’s 
entertainment. Business events.

This magnificent Caribbean setting offers you 4 hours of sheer delight for young and old … Have fun 
in the “Aqua Fun House”, a large interactive aquatic playing field. Have a ball in the waves and no 
less than 6 thrilling chutes that result in 10 water slides (inside and outside) including the famous 
“Hurricane” and “Barracuda”! And finally relax and enjoy the beneficial effects of “Saunaland”, where 
the fountains, jacuzzi, Hammam, etc. will help get you back in shape !

  

Closed Mondays from 01/04 to 30/06  
Closed Mondays and Tuesdays from 01/09 to 31/03

OCÉADE HEYSEL

Train World, the showcase for the railways of yesterday, today and tomorrow, 
will allow you to admire the loveliest pieces from the collection of historical 

locomotives and carriages from 
the Belgian railways. It also 
illustrates the significant role 
of the train in the mobility of 
today and in future. Train World 
is more than a museum: it will 
be an experience centre. An 
original scenography will pro-
vide an experience in which the 
audience can look, listen, touch 
and be surprised by scintillating 
stories from the world of trains

GUIDED VISIT 
THROUGH BRUSSELS

BELGIAN CHOCOLATE VILLAGE

Discover the largest Dinosaur Gallery in Europe. We display T.Rex, Triceratops, Diplodocus, 
Stegosaurus, Maisasaura, Cryolophosaurus... And of course our national pride : the thirty original 
fossils of Iguanodon, found in Belgium.
From Sahelanthropus to Homo sapiens, from embryo to adult: explore the human evolution and 
body in the all new Gallery of Humankind.
But there is much more to see. Visit the Mosasaur Hall, the Gallery of the Evolution, BiodiverCITY, 
250 Years of Natural Sciences... ! Guided tours, on request.

MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCES : NATURE, HUMANKIND & DINOSAURS

Info and bookings : T +32(0)2/627 42 34  -  reserveringen@natuurwetenschappen.be

www.sciencesnaturelles.be

BREWERY CANTILLON :
Rue Gheude, 56 - 1070 Brussels 

+32(0)2/520.28.91 - museum@cantillon.be  

www.cantillon.be

CHOCO-STORY BRUSSELS :
Rue de la Tête d’Or, 9-11 - 1000 Brussels 

+32(0)2/514.20.48 - info@choco-story-brussels.be 

www.choco-story-brussels.be

KOEKELBERG

Info and bookings : +32(0)2/420 70 76  
info@belgianchocolatevillage.be

www.belgianchocolatevillage.be

www.trainworld.com
10:00a.m. Visit to Mini-Europe (not guided).
12:00a.m. Free lunch (for menus, see page 8).
02:00p.m.  Departure with your coach for the Brewery Cantillon  

or for the Planète Chocolat or for the Choco-Story  
situated Grand-Place. Guided visit of Brussels by coach.

03:00p.m. Visit of your chosen activity and taste.
04:30p.m. Guided visit of Brussels Grand-Place and the surrounding area. 
05:30p.m. Free time.
06:30p.m. End of your daytrip.

->   Rate : € 130 /coach for the guide in the afternoon + price of the combination  
(page 12) which varies according to the chosen activity and the kind of group  
+ chosen meal. Example with the Brewery : € 39,45 /adult - € 36,10 /60+ 
(Menu 2 included) or € 21,05 /Adult - € 18,15 /60+ (without meal) - base of 40 
pers. Transportation costs are not included.

->     Brewery closed on Sunday. 
The “chocolate” activity can be shifted to the end of the afternoon.

->  The chocolat or beer activity can be replaced by a visit of the Atomium.

Special rates for children.

Departure with your coach to discover 
Brussels and its architectural patri-
mony. A visit which will surprise every-
one. This route includes a guided visit 
(by foot) to the Grand-Place and the 
surrounding area (Royal Galleries, Ilot 
Sacré, Manneken Pis). " 130 /coach. 

Information and bookings : Mini-Europe
www.oceade.be
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YOUR COMPANY EVENTS :
WELCOME YOUR GUESTS 
IN A UNIQUE SETTING!

Rented out in whole or partially, Mini-Europe is “the ideal site” 
for organizing your events. For your

• staff parties;  
• seminars;
• cocktail parties;  
• family days;
• presentation of products.

we offer : 
• a catering service which can fulfil your gastronomic desires (not obliged);
• 4 modulable spaces which can be personalised according to your wishes;
• a central location which is easy to access in the Capital of Europe;
• a flexible team which can realise your wildest dreams ! 

A few references:  Stepstone, Electrabel, D’Ieteren, Jet Air, Toro, GlaxoSmithKline, Fiat, Ecolab, Belgacom, Roche, Siemens, 
Brussels Export, Procter&Gamble, Ligue Braille, Generali, Hilton Hotel, Schindler, Nationale Bank, BNP PARIBAS FORTIS, Swissport, DHL, Thomas Cook,...

Capacity 
room  

Seminar / 
Conference Cocktail Banquet Surface  

(m2)

RESTAURANT - 375 230 250

COVERED TERRACE - 260 160 220

JACQUES DELORS* 100 150 80 100

SPIRIT OF EUROPE - 200 - 300

* the J. Delors Hall has an uncovered terrace of 175 m2 with view to the park and the Atomium.

For renting halls, an exclusive visit, a gastronomic  
proposal, a detailed estimation for your event or full  
information on the numerous possibilities offered contact 
the event department.
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MINI-EUROPE : PRACTICAL INFORMATION*

OPENING HOURS 2017
(*) (last ticket : 1 hour before closing of the park)

MINI-EUROPE
Bruparck - B-1020 Brussels 
Infoline : +32 (0)2 478.05.50
T +32 (0)2 474.13.13 - F +32 (0)2 478.26.75
E-mail : info@minieurope.eu
Visit our Internet site : www.minieurope.eu

CATALOGUE IN 11 LANGUAGES

Mini-Europe is member of the International Association of Miniature Parks (http://www.miniatureparks.org)

HOW TO GET THERE? 
BY COACH :
Brussels ring road - Exit 8: “Heysel Wemmel”, 
follow the “Bruparck” arrows. Cash desk and 
entrance are located in the Village. 
GPS : Avenue du Football crossing  
with Avenue de Bouchout

BY TRAIN : 
To «Bruxelles-Midi/Zuid», then metro line 6  
in the direction of «Roi Baudoin», get out at 
«Heysel» and follow the «Bruparck» arrows. 

To buy in the SNCB Railway 
Stations 

PUBLIC TRANSPORTS : 
Tramway : 7 , 51  Bus : 84, 88, N17, N18
Underground : line 6 (station Heysel)
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FOR INFO AND BOOKINGS
CALL (0)2/474.13.13

WITH THE KIND SUPPORT OF : 

OPTIONAL PROGRAMS :
1.  Guided visit (2h00) : 74 € supplement for max. 25 persons
2.  Europoly (2h00) : 74 € supplement for max. 25 persons
3. Guided visit through Brussels : 130 €/Coach for 3 hours
4. Guided pedestrian tour of the European area : "130/25 persons.

MINI-EUROPE : A tour around Europe for the best price !

Remarks : 
-  Meal and transportation costs are not included  

in the price of our day programme.
-  The total amount has to be paid at the cash desk in €, 

Bancontact/Mistercash/Visa/Eurocard-MasterCard.

  Closing hour
  cash desk
From 11/03/2017 to 30/06/2017 From 9:30 am to 06:00 pm(*) 05:00 pm
From 01/07/2017 to 31/08/2017 From 9:30 am to 08:00 pm(*) 07:00 pm
From 01/09/2017 to 30/09/2017 From 9:30 am to 06:00 pm(*) 05:00 pm
From 01/10/2017 to 07/01/2018 From 10:00 am to 06:00 pm(*) 05:00 pm
24 and 31/12/2017 From 10:00 am to 05:00 pm(*) 04:00 pm

Mini-Europe “By Night” 5, 12, 19/08/2017 
and musical fireworks From 09:30 am to 12:00 pm(*) 11:00 pm
 
Annual closure :   From 08/01/2018 to 09/03/2018

(*) Prices and opening periods can change without prior notice.  (**) Rate applied during the week-ends and Belgian school holidays.

(*) Prices and opening periods can change without prior notice.

GROUP PRICE 2017(*)  
(Min. 20 persons)

Nursery 
Schools

Schools x 18 years 
Disabled 

Youth groups x 16 years
Adults Seniors + 60 years

€ € € €

Mini-Europe 5,80 7,80 13,20 12,00
Mini-Europe + Atomium 11,10 (6x11 y) - 12,90 (12x18 y) 20,80 15,90
Mini-Europe + Océade (Tropical swimming pool) 13,50 / 19,20(**) 22,30 20,40
Mini-Europe + Planète Chocolat 13,35 18,55 16,15
Mini-Europe + Brewery Cantillon 12,10 17,80 14,90
Mini-Europe + Belgian Chocolate Village 10,85 17,50 15,60
Mini-Europe + Train World 11,70 19,55 14,40
Mini-Europe + Choco Story (Chocolate museum) 10,60 15,80 13,40
Mini-Europe + Planetarium 11,10 16,80 13,90
Mini-Europe + Musée des Sciences Naturelles 10,10 17,80 15,90
Mini-Europe + Parlamentarium 7,80 13,20 12,00
Mini-Europe + Citysightseeing 24h Hop on Hop Off 17,15 28,20 26,20

A day ‘at the Brusselians’ The choice of your combined ticket + 130 € 

for the guide for the whole afternoon (3 hours)

Mini-Europe + Atomium + Planète Chocolat 17,35 (6x11y) - 19,15 (12x18y) 27,35 21,95
Mini-Europe + Atomium + Océade 17,50 (6x11 y) - 19,30 (12x18 a) - 22,00 (6x18 y)** 31,30 26,40

Gratuité
1 accompagnateur  
+ 1 catalogue de  

Mini-Europe/15 payants

1 personne/bus  
+ catalogue de  

Mini-Europe/personne

1 personne/bus  
+ catalogue de  

Mini-Europe/personne

INDIVIDUAL PRICES 2017(*) Children (< 12 years)  
Children < 1m20 free

Adults Seniors + 60 years

Mini-Europe 11,40 15,30 15,30
Mini-Europe + Atomium 16,60 (< 12 y) - 21,80 (12x18 y) 24,70 21,80
Mini-Europe + Océade 21,30 27,60 27,60
Mini-Europe + Atomium + Océade 25,40 (6x11 y) - 33,50 (12x18 y) 36,60 33,50
Mini-Europe + Atomium + Adam Museum 21,60 29,70 26,80
Mini-Europe + Planetarium 14,70 18,75 17,75
Mini-Europe + City Sightseeing 24h Hop on Hop off 20,00 34,00 34,00


